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Guided Reading:  Level U 
 

“At Level U, readers will process the full range of genres, and texts will be longer, 
requiring readers to remember information and connect ideas over many days of 
reading.  Complex fantasy, myths, and legends offer added challenge and an 
increased use of symbolism.  Readers understand perspectives different from their 
own, and understand settings and people far distant in time and space.  Most 
reading is silent; fluency and phrasing in oral reading is well established.  Readers 
are challenged by many longer descriptive words and by content-specific and 
technical words that require using embedded definitions, background knowledge, 
and readers’ tools, such as glossaries.  They can take apart long multi-syllable 
words, and use a full range of word-solving strategies.  They search for and use 
information in an integrated way, using complex graphics and texts that present 
content requiring background knowledge” (Fountas and Pinnell).  

 
 
 

Suggested Book Titles for Independent Reading * 
TITLE AUTHOR 

Baseball in April and Other Stories Soto, Gary 
Lyddie Paterson, Katherine 
Rosa Parks:  My Story Parks, Rosa 
The BFG Dahl, Roald 
The Cat Ate my Gymsuit Danziger, Paula 
The Egypt Game Snyder, Zilpha Keatley 
The Get Rich Quick Club Gutman, Dan 
The Watsons Go to Birmingham Curtis, Christopher Paul 
Thomas Jefferson:  Man of Vision Crisman, Ruth 
Who Put that Hair in my Toothbrush? Spinelli, Jerry 

 
  
 
* NOTE: Each student’s instructional reading level is indicated on our common assessments; 
an instructional reading level is what a student can read with a bit of guidance and support.  
When selecting a book to be read independently (independent reading level), a student 
should choose a book one or two letters below the instructional reading level.  The 
titles provided here are appropriate for independent reading at this level. 
 
 
 


